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One of the most important problems that has ever canfronted scientists is
that of the ether. The denial of its projected properties by the experiments
of Michelson and Morley lcd to the Einstein theory of Relativity and the
concept of space-time. This has not finally settled the matter, however, and
many people must feel that the work of Wilhelm Reich and other orgonomists
has extendcd its significance.1
We shall here put forward the suggestion that a space-energy continuum
is more of a physical reality and less of a mathematical conveniente than the
accepted space-time. The problem of the ether will then, we hope, be seen in
its proper context.
The rnost recent study of the ether problem (confining itself to the would
of physics) has bem undertaken by Lord Samuel' and provides much interesting information on scientific thinking. Since it also lays great stress on the
significance of energy in the universe, it would be well for us to examine it
more closely.
The book actually constitutes a more detailed version of Lord Samuel's
address to the British Association (1951). He suggests the existente of a twostate ether. This is to be an "energy ether" which is to exist in two possihle
states, quiescent and active, and able to pass easily from one to the other.
He was led to his concept by experiencing a difficulty in accepting the usual
view of motion, and particularly the motion of a body consequent upon an
impulse. His challenge is really directed to Newton's law of motion which
states that a body may, under appropriate conditions, "continue in its state
Mathematical physieist.
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of uniform motion in a straight line." Lord Samuel demands to know Hov.,?
The logical difficulty is made quite apparent in bis book and it is interesting
to be reminded of the smooth but evasive answers which a modern scientifx
training provides for this dilemma.
As an illustration, suppose we ask, "Why should a bali on a table which
has been set in motion by a single impulsivc hlow, continue to move without
change of momentum?" The first answer we are likely to receive is "Whs
not?" Unfortunately we can get nowhere with this: it is really nothing mote
than an invitation to joio hands and ali dance round in a philosophical ring,
The second answer is iikely to Ele: "Recause the hall possesses a certain
amount of momentum, and this cannot be changed because the motion is in
a line along which there is no externally applied force."
This will not do either. The "posscssion" of momentum is only another
way of describing the motion since momentum itself is a concept derived from
the physical study aí the motion, and so the phrase "Because the bali pos,
sesses momentum . . ." is only another way of saying "Recause the hall
moving . . ." The remaining part of the second "answer" unfortunately
falis into the same tautoksical class.
Samuel's ether suggestion hoils down to the statement : "AH material events
are to he accounted for as cases of the activation of the quiescent energy."
The procedure of motion is thus explained as thc successive activation of the
energic ether corresponding to the change af position of the body. The motion
is not that of pushing and pulling by an old-fashioned clastic meditem. The
local quiescent energy (ether) is "activated" in some way and maniíests itsell
as (say) the kinetic energy of the body which, ipso facto, moves. The state til
motion then refers more precisely to the state of the ether (in the space posi,
tion of the body), and it follows that the nature of the activation is of paramount importante in the discussion.
Let us illustrate by Samuel's own account of what happens when a Isilliartis
player strikes the bali with his cuc, thus setting it in motion.
"The man has the capacity of muscular movement, made possible
chemical materiais and processes and electrical impulses as constituents of hit
hody. This heing the situation, when the man moves bis arm and propels thr
bali with his cue, we conceive that this movement activates the quiescor
ether which permeates and surrounds the bali. The resultant of the forces !C
set up together with gravity cnntinuousiy operating, sets the bali rolling. This
initial phase is completedwhen the movement aí the player's arm stops. b
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lhe second phase the bali is kept rolling by the sequence of activations of
iorther arcas of quiescent ether: this goes on, independently aí the player,
for so long as the strength of the activations does mit fali below the requisite
minimum."
We must observe that in physics the energy involved iu motion is not distinct in quality from that involvcd in "chemical processes and electrical
impulses" so that the activation of energic ether in this case is accomplished
lw that same manifestation af the ether. This would suggest that Samuel has
committed a "circulus in definiendo": "energy is a manifestation of active
cther, and the cther is activated by energy." But you may say that he has
only undertaken to explain "ali material events" by the process of activation,
which is so, and in a postscript hc points out that he cannot hope to include
the "spiritual world" in h he.N. Ror this means that we must ascribe the
technique hy which the billiards player praduces his chemical processes and
electrical impulses to the spiritual world of which, presumably, the player
fornis a part. But this is to play the, devil with Natural Science since the
"material world" is apparently to Ix continually activated by the "spiritual,"
and in a manner which we cannot hope ta descrihe.
This state of affairs need not, however, depress us. The idea that the world
is "material" and "spiritual" (ar "physical" and "mental") dics very hard
and its death may unwittingly be prolonged by mudem science if we do not
take cate. Today we know a great deal ahout thc inanimate world at the
expense of the animate, and hy insisting that thry are potes apare in their
natures and their laws we are encouraging the view that they are irreconcilable. The result so far has bem that we are encouraged hy a great dial of
scientific dogma to hehave like machines and this means, in the last analysis,
hehaving chaotically, selfishly and destructively.
The difficulties confronting an attempt to regard the universe as composed
of the animate and inanimate (A-systems and I-systems) with the emphasis
on the first are naturally grcat. It must, however, he our aim to build a
Natural Science in this manner, and so that the laws of inanimate nature
are special cases of more general laws, since the converse persistently leads us
to the "gulf" bctween the two systems. It is alrnost trite to paint out that the
knowledge we acquire of the universe is only sought after for our own
henefit, so that our future and our science go hand in hand. Our first thought
shnuld therefore Ix for the function aí animate systems. Ir is not suflicient to
study hits and pieces of (say) a human being
in the light of mechanistic
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theories, thereby discovering the "electrical impulses in the nervous system"
and the "chemical reactions in the stomach." This approach will always Icad
us to that familiar gulf dividing the physical from the mental because it fails
tu reveal the living functioning of a living organism, an organism which
cannot consist entirely of I-systems by definition. it is surely incumbent ui=
us to attempt the suggested course of proceeding from the A- to the 1-system.
The study of this functioning is nut unknown to the world although it has
frequently been disjointed and rarely blessed with the name of science.
Pcrhaps we may just mention thc work of Historians, Moralists, Political
Scientists, Psychologists and (may we?) Biologists.
Pcrhaps the simplest fact about A-systems is their ability to organize themselves and their environments. This process of organization has a manifestation in the "conscious" bui by far the greater part of it lies in the "unconscious"
as indicated by the panem of evulution. It would seem therefore that any
basic disorganization of the A-system will affect the conscious as well as the
unconscious levei, that is to say, may wcll affect the ability to "reason."
A neurotic character will often be described as "irrational" and this is
meant in the sense of being disorganized. Such a person will frequently give
the impression of not being able to organize the simplest aspects of their lives.
such as making simple decisions ar remembering simple details, These aspects
of their conscious lives are easy to notice as facts, but they are more serious for
heing symptomatic of disorganization at the unconscious levei, a disorganization which may be represented hy muscular tensions, psychic fixations and
the like. It is the job of the physician to unearth these things and to relate
them to the energy (orgone energy) function of the system, and here thc
researches of Reich and the Orgone Institute provide valuable information.
It is in fact, upon this work. that the significance of the energy function
depends.
Here lei us glance at a typical reaction, hy a man of learning, to thc
"question" of orgone energy.
Ou January 13, 1952, Lord Samuel lectured at the Hebrew University ai
Jerusalem upon his thesis, and being questioned as to the relevante of orgone
energy to his ether, stated that he had studied the question nf this energy and
found it too mystical to follow. This is regrettable to say the least. I suspect
that finding it mystical, and not just "ditEcult to follow," "unreasonable," ar
even "not proven," points to the fact that he found it intellectually revolutionary, that is to say, "out of this world." It is regrettable since such a judgment too easily encourages a man to refrain from a more serious study.
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The fact is that the work on orgone energy by Wilhelm Reich has ali
derived from the study of A-systems, and largely, of course, from the study
of human beings. Initial progress in even recognizing the living functioning
of these systems required a fundamental change of conscious scientific outlook. The effort had to be made to refrain from imposing upon A-systems
the theories (and therefore methods of approach) pertainable to 1-systems.
This automatically involved violent attack from the established bastions of
traditional science. Work went on, however, and it soon became clear that a
fruitful view of living organisms was developing so that, for example, psychiatrists trained in the new technique were undeniably achieving results in
what had otherwise been harren fields. It became clear that the organization
of an A-system was an indication of its vitality and a function of its energy
levei, and this levei could be increased by the use of a certain kind of energy
accumulator which possessed neither strings nor batteries.
The energy was called "orgone energy" by Wilhelm Reich because of its
derivation from A-systems and the accumulator was therefore called an
orgone energy accumulator. There followed much work and much speculation as to the "nature" of this energy. Was it "electricity"? Was it "heat"?
Was it, in fact, the energy of physics?
These questions clearly missed the point of the wholc prohlem. The real
questions should have been: "How does it manifest itself as electricity?"
"How does it manifest itself as the energy aí physics?" The difference is
simply eme of direction bui is fundamental. If orgone energy had failed to
appear as heat, etc., then we were in real trouble, bui it did not lail. The
orgone energy accumulator itself showed an electrical and thermal effect, and
under our very noses we had A-systems generating the energy of physics via
movement, hcat and electricity.
Here was a direct instante of the phenomena of l-systems being particular
cases of the phenomena of A-systems.
The significance of orgone energy in the functioning of A-systems leads
to the concept of their existente in a space-energy continuum. This would
appear to be rooted in factual experience, and the initial and obvious difficuity
of accounting for what we call "time" may not be insuperable.
The following arguments are put forward as a stimulant to discussion and
In the belief that they are not factually baseless.
We are ali aware of the dual nature of what we call the "passage of time."
We hear such things as "time Ries" and "a quarter past two." The first refers
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to our own real sense af time in relation to some other. The second is a
reminder of what, by common consent, this other system registers 4s time.
The use of such an externai system is clearly indispensable to com propor communal functioning, and since A-systems tend to disagree on the passage ai
time, it is oniy sensible to use some I-system as the externai standard.
How, then, does an inanimate clock indicate the passage of time? The
answer, as every physicist knows, is supplied by a study of the energy of the
spring whose inevitable decrease from one value to another may be taken as
measuring the interval between two p.m. and three. In this energetic sense
the clock "knows" that time is passing,
Living is also synonymous with energetic functioning and this is inseparabir
from a sense of time. The eternity that faces us with death is then seen to he
the "eternity" of no-time; to speak of us having to "live" in it is a contradiction in terms. Similarly, the words "afrer death" are meaningless for
A-systerns. The direction we associate with time--the sense that it goes forward and not hackwards—may also be thought of as the essence aí our abilio
to organize events, in which case ir involves the converse of the acceptei
view. It is usual tu think of the organization of events as "taking place" in
time, but it seems just as real to consider the time as a conseguem-e of the
organization instead. In this case, it would follnw that a heightened degree cif
organization wouid result in a greater (ar "swifter") sense of the time
i nerval.
When we are young, we suffer from the feeling- that we shall "never grous
up," and the passage from eight years uld to nine seems interminable. This.
however, is what we would expect. A period of growth is really a state rd
grear organization and of a rapidly increasing power of organization with
respect to the energy variable. Time intervals will therefore appear to increase
with respect to a standard clock. The clock will therefore appear to rritwc
slowly and "time" will drag.
A similar argurrient will accnunt for the sense of the years "flying
experienced by the aged.
Let us now have one more look at our standard 1-time. The clocks we n5c
are ali referrcd to the motim of the earth around the sun. This I-system is anr
of constant dynamicai energy and this would suggest that we cannot speak
of the system experiencing time.
Suppose we are asked to consider the statement: "Coiumbus discovered
America in 1492." This, we say, is something that happenecl 460 years ayr
with respect to the earth's travel, around the sun. In imagining that period
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460 years we do not imagine the earth revolving around its orbit 460 times.
\1'e imagine the long record of human events which divide us from that
particular event. Our sense of that period is a sense cif the organized energy
functions of our human history, the evolution of cercam A-systems. On the
ucher hand, what of that period from the point of view of the 1-system
cornposed of the earth's revolutions around the sun? Is the I-system able to
distinguish that cerrain orbit from ali the other orbits without referring to
the life-history involved? Does ir mean anything in fact to say, for the carde.
"This is the 4.60th revolution from the event that 1 started counting?" h
would certainly mean something if the earth could count without losing
energy, but energetic action without the ioss (ar gain) of energy is nonsense.
The 1-system in fact is incapable of distinguishing une af its events from
another ar cif ascribing any "arder" to them in this case. The fact that we
know the events can be counted (hy us, say) is only part of our own functioning as A-systems and MUS! 0111 be confused with their appearance to the
carda.
it seems possible therefore that a reasonable idea af what we cai' time can
k obtained even though our universo is supposed to exist in a space-energy
continuum and not space-time. It is still ineumbent upon us, however, to
scek the ready physical rccugnition of these dimensions and their relative
roles in the world of events. We can appreciatc the three spatial dimensions
in the concept of volume. The energy dimension is indicated in the activitv
of systems, whether as motion, heat etc., or decision. This activity will naturally he some aspect cif "existente" which is superimposed on the spatial
existente of the system and will thereby be phenomenological with respect
tn passive space.
A bali may lie at rest on a billiards table. If ir suffers an increase in energy
while the table does not, we may find it "moving" relative to the table. On
the other hand, we may find that it is "hotter" than the table, depending
solely upon the manner in which the bali acquired this energy. But what is
imixirtant is that relative to the table, the bali "happens," it is descrihed as
a
phenomenon, it is active. Suppose the bali actually moves. Then it will
continue to do so until the energy of motion, relative to the rabie, is reduced
ia zero by some process. This reduction cif the energy automatically supplies
lhe hall with a "life" relative to the table, a life which has a beginning and
an end—in that arder!
Here ir urdi be interest ing te reword Newton's first Iaw of motion for the
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benefit of space-energy. It is commonly stated as: "A body continues in its
state of rest, or of uniform motion in a straight fine unless (and until) it is
acted upon by a force." We might now find ourselves writing: "A state of
rest or of uniform motion in a straight line describes a system with no-time.
This system will experience time, and therefore a change of its relative state,
in the event of an energy change inspired externally to it." (The apparently
hidden reference to time in the "will experience" is only part of our own
time-supplying description.)
Let us now go on to suppose that the basic "bricks" of the universe are what
we have called events, and that these may be represented mathematically as
functions of the four variables x, y, z., e where e represents the energy. We
shall suppose, tentatively, that the events defining a given system are generated by an event-function which we shall write as O (x, y, z, e) for an
A-system and O (x, y, x, e) for an I-system. For brevity we may just refer
to an AO-system. Let us suppose, in the light of our discussion to date, that
the system experientes a sense of time define(' by the equations
t =

ge

dt = I

8e2
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The player is an AO-system and taking the line of the cue as the x-axis
let us regard the action as corresponding to a change dO in the event function, where
Nb=

uccasion,

Se

the term 1
' as corresponding to the process of increasing the ball's energy.
8x
To describe the motion of the bali we will use the familiar terms of applied
mathematics, and h seems fair to cai' the physical action of the AO-system
an "impulse." Then writing terms dealing with the A-system on the !cfr.hand side of the equations and those for the I-system on the right, we have

1# = t
820dt
Se = dx

SX

=V(ia m) e I=
Since e

m St' 2 where m is the mass.
dt
o

80

:

and dt

Finally, let us return to the billiards player striking the bali with his cue-

84,
dx —
de.
8e

will likewise apply to them both. Let us therefore regard

t = -8!(A( 1.) I = AAL-Xe = kits

The events themsclves may therefore be taken as a measure of the time
that increasing time means de
Furthermore, it follows from t =
creasing energy. This is the result deducible by the Second Law of Thermodynamics and usually refcrred to as the "running down of the universe."
Here we find it as a special case and that corresponding to a system composed
of random events, a system without organization in the living manner.

êx

The increase in x (dx) will apply equally to the player and the bali; the

de

It immediately follows that for a system w- th de = O then dt = O, i.e.. a
system with no-time.
Taking the same definitions for an 1%k-system let us consider the type ai
system which is defined solely by its energy e (for simplicity) and which
is random in the statistical sense. Then taking our cue from classical physics
AL-Xe where A and A are positive consrants ande is the base
let us write
of the natural logarithms. For such a system we shall have,
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= /(V2 frif e-34 de

=- V2 m ei"
dx
—=m
8x
dt

The impulsive action of the A-system therefore results in what is called
momentum in Me 1-system. This is abo deducible from Newton's laws of
motion. The difference is that the traditional approach starts from the idea
aí a force (equated to acceleration times mass) and then calls an impulse
the quantity lim.
t o

f

o

F dt where F is the force and t the time.
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This means that an impulse is the action of an infinite force acting for a
negligible time; a difficult concept.
Here we have a gentler explanation.
In conclusion we must poinr out that we have dealt with the problem of
a billiards player striking a bali. The mathematical problem will usually
be stated in this way but it is meant to be solvcd by replacing the player
by a convenient mechanical impulse, defined in a mechanical way.
May we hope that further discussion will produce even more interesting
results.
[Received July 12, 1952. Ed.]
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